
AAAS tolerates Structural Science Fraud

The Physics division of AAAS, the world's largest general scientific society, discussed during the 
annual meeting in February 2010 in San Diego the contents of the website www.paradox-
paradigm.nl There is no doubt at all that the article The Equivalence of Magnetic and Kinetic 
Energy proves that the theoretical basis of Quantum Mechanics is based on false premises. Any first 
year physics student can verify that.

It is incomprehensible that a false analysis of J.J. Thomson in 1881, where he brutally violates the 
energy conservation law, becomes a basic premise of Quantum Mechanics (QM). All theoretical 
conclusions of QM are based on this false premise. The consequences are disastrous. The famous 
Standard Model is complete fiction. String theories are absolute nonsense. 

How can a democratic scientific organizing like AAAS conclude QM is wrong and make things 
right? How can one Nobel laureate tell the other that he cannot be a member anymore because his 
lifework is fiction? Tragic, devastating …. but science is not a democracy. 

It is a great tragedy but mistakes of this magnitude cannot be left to stand. Science had more than 
enough opportunities to correct the omissions gracefully. But after 12 years it is obvious they are 
unwilling. How is it possible that scientists, science journalists and national newspapers do not 
publish about this after they have been informed?

Theoretical physicists and science journalists are completely committed to what is assumed to be 
contemporary science. The past 100 years were a devotion to theoretical assumptions with no basis 
in experiment. National newspapers have been publishing all the concocted theories of theoretical 
physics without any skepticism. They proclaimed them all geniuses.

Over the past 100 years QM has grown into a billion dollar industry. Scientists and other established 
members of society are committed to fight to the end to protect their interests and ego irrespectively 
of anything. 

Should science keep educating new generations of theoretical physicists in fiction?
Should society keep spending billions on phantom research?
Should the press and the whole world be fooled for another 100 years?
Should society be denied nuclear fusion as a viable abundant source of clean energy?

Anyone but those involved will convincingly answer NO to the questions. The problem is that after 
more than 100 years almost everyone is involved. The pressure of science and QM-industry to let it 
be is enormous. Until now no one dared to stand up to the wrath of science and industry. 

However no one can challenge the arguments and proof in Incompetence Science . I understand the 
reluctance to get involved with a whistle-blower. What is worse than that? 
Condone and be a fraud yourself!

In the first half of 2009 I suggested a simple Fundamental Physics Experiment . This experiment 
can be performed easily at many places. In CERN there is 27 km of proton beam. It takes less than a 
day to perform the experiment. Simple or not, scientists are humans and do not willingly destroy 
their own careers. 

The dilemma for newspapers to write about this is obvious. Science keeps proclaiming that nothing 
is wrong. Who to believe: the geniuses of Theoretical Physics or a crackpot?
I cannot repeat it enough; the mistakes are fundamental and therefore simple to refute. 
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I'm willing to sign a nondisclosure agreement with any newspaper so they can research, ask me 
questions, quit when they like and do not have to worry that I would make their involvement public. 

Wake up: There is first class hard core world news to report!  

When newspapers have done their job, physical science will recover quickly. The enormous 
scientific challenges ether provides, will boost physical science as never before.

Sincerely,

Carel van der Togt


